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2   M a k i n g  B i g  i d e a s  H a p p e n

Our missiOn is tO mOve human sOciety  
tO live in ways that prOtects earth’s  
envirOnment and its capacity tO prOvide  
fOr the needs and aspiratiOns Of  
current and future generatiOns.

on tHe coVer  Kolkata, india from the series “metropolis,” 2008 by dutch photographer martin roemers. roemers’ metropolis series underscores  
the critical need to steer the force of rapid global urbanization in ways that improve people’s lives and reduce pressure on earth’s scarce resources.
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M a k i n g  B i g  i d e a s  H a p p e n

2011/2012 was a transition period as WRi said goodbye to president Jonathan lash and 
welcomed new president andrew steer. With ample wind in our sails from eighteen years 
of Jonathan’s leadership, the institute’s accomplishments—many captured in this report—
reflect both the strength and versatility he instilled in the organization. 

The energetic collaboration among a highly motivated leadership team, staff and Board 
of Directors yielded strong results. WRI experienced its sixth consecutive year of growth, 
with a 12 percent increase in its budget in 2011. We expanded our China office and signed a 
memorandum of understanding with ndRC, China’s main planning agency, to work together 
on low carbon city development and related issues. We took the seminal step in India of 
establishing a trust and a distinguished board chaired by WRi director Jamshyd godrej. 

WRI will invest considerable effort over the next five years working at the city level in China, 
India and Brazil on sustainable transportation and road safety, renewable energy and clean 
water. As centers of intellectual capital, talent, and entrepreneurship, cities are proving to be at 
the vanguard in tackling global climate change and a broader array of sustainability challenges. 

Our commitment to protecting the environment and improving people’s lives remains as 
strong as ever. The combined stress of rising and volatile commodity prices, ecosystem 
degradation, and global warming disproportionately affects poor and vulnerable 
communities, who rely on natural resources for their livelihoods and well-being. WRI will 
redouble its efforts to make the economic case and demonstrate through its work that 
sustainability and poverty reduction—and more broadly economic growth—go hand-in-hand. 

the challenges facing the planet and people are epic in proportion. WRi was founded to 
pursue big ideas and make them happen. We remain optimistic that our efforts, amplified 
with hundreds of worldwide partners, are shaping a more sustainable planet for all people.

James A. Harmon
cHAirmAn of tHe BoArd

Andrew steer
president And ceo

manish Bapna
interim president 
(mAy 2011 – July 2012)
mAnAging director
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WRI’s work is organized 
around five programs, 
each which has 
supporting five-year 
objectives and multiple 
projects. in addition, 
we are exploring a 
new program on cities, 
which would link our 
sustainable transport 
program with a growing 
body of work around 
urban sustainability 
focused on China, india, 
and Brazil.

o u R  p R o g R a M s ,  a p p R o a C H ,  a n d  e n g a g e M e n t

p r o g r A m s

C l i M a t e  +  e n e R g y  | protect  
the global climate system from further harm  
due to emissions of greenhouse gases and help 
humanity and the natural world adapt  
to unavoidable climate change.

g o V e R n a n C e  +  a C C e s s  | empower 
people and strengthen institutions to foster 
environmentally sound and socially equitable 
decision-making.

M a R k e t s  +  e n t e R p R i s e  | Harness 
markets and enterprise to expand economic 
opportunity and protect the environment.

p e o p l e  +  e C o s y s t e M s  | Reverse rapid 
degradation of ecosystems and assure their capacity 
to provide humans with needed goods  
and services.

s u s t a i n a B l e  t R a n s p o R t  | Improve 
the quality of life in cities by catalyzing and helping 
to implement sustainable transport solutions.

V A l u e s

our values define wri as an institution. Our values 
are not rules, but shared ideals and understanding 
that bind us together. along with our mission and 
our commitment to excellence in everything we do, 
they articulate who we are and what we believe, 
influence our work, guide our actions, and help us 
to explain our aspirations to others.

1) integrity

2) innovation

3) urgency

4) independence

5) respect
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COUNTRY 
OFFICE 

PLANNED 
IN 2013

W R i  e n g a g e M e n t  a C R o s s  t h e  W o R l d  (as of September 2012)

institutiOnal Office

prOject staff On the grOund, deep partnerships, and/Or prOject Office

in-cOuntry partners (prOgrammatic Or financial)
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o u r  A p p r o A c H

F o C u s  o n  R e s u l t s  | We organize all our 
work to produce powerful and practical strategies, 
tools, and policy proposals for the public and 
private sectors.

a n a l y t i C a l  e x C e l l e n C e  | We 
identify problems, drivers, economic incentives, 
and consequences to arrive at comprehensive, 
incentive-based practical solutions.

p a R t n e R s H i p s  | We work with scientists, 
governments, businesses, and nongovernmental 
organizations and international institutions 
worldwide to create incentives and pressure  
for change.

C o M M u n i C a t i o n  | We foster change  
by disseminating our ideas and solutions to 
influence targeted audiences.

m A n A g i n g  f o r  r e s u l t s

WRi’s focus can be summed up in a single word: 
results. We define these as significant actions  
by government agencies, corporations, policy-
makers, or civil society taken as a result of our 
activities and influence. 

We aim to ensure our staff and funding work as 
productively as possible to serve our mission. 
Our focus must therefore be devoted to the most 
strategic and potentially transformative efforts. Our 
Managing for Results system helps us to achieve this 
focus. First implemented in 2003, it serves multiple 
purposes, pushing WRi to: focus on and fundraise 
around fewer, bigger ideas; develop strong strategies 
with compelling theories of change; hold ourselves 
accountable for achieving what we set out to do; and 
learn from our successes and failures.

o u R  a p p R o a C H

“WRi is globally 
credible on data, 
analysis, and ideas. 
the trick is to make 
sure those ideas get 
to the right decision-
makers. We judge 
ourselves not by the 
number of reports we 
write or the beauty of 
our analysis, but by the 
impact on the ground.”
– Andrew steer 

president and ceO
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dr. Andrew steer is wri’s third president. He has 
three decades of experience working on international 
development on the front line in Asia and Africa, and 
at a senior level in international policy roles. 

Andrew previously served as the World Bank’s 
Special Envoy for Climate Change since 2010. In 
this role, he guided Bank efforts on climate change 
in more than 130 countries, oversaw the $7 billion 
Climate Investment Funds, and led the Bank’s 
engagement on international climate negotiations. 
He was a member of UN Secretary-General Ban 
Ki-moon’s High Level Panel on Sustainable Energy 
for all and on the B20 Board on green growth.

From 2007 to 2010 he served as Director General  
of the UK Department of International Development 
(DFID). Prior to joining the UK Government, 
Andrew held several senior posts at the World Bank, 
including Director of the Environmental Department. 
There he oversaw a major expansion of the Bank’s 
environmental program. For a decade (1997-2007) 
he was resident in east asia, where he directed World 
Bank operations in Vietnam and indonesia. andrew  
has a phd in economics, and has taught and lectured 
at several universities.

w e l c o m i n g  n e w  w r i  
p r e s i d e n t  A n d r e w  s t e e r



progrAm // 

climAte + 
energy

prOtect the 
glObal climate 
system frOm 
further harm 
due tO emissiOns 
Of greenhOuse 
gases and help 
humanity and 
the natural 
wOrld adapt 
tO unavOidable 
climate change >
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mAKing Big ideAs HAppen // climAte + energy

n e W  s t a n d a R d s  H e l p  C o M p a n i e s  
p u t  a  n u M B e R  o n  e M i s s i o n s

for years, companies seeking to curb their 
greenhouse gas emissions have faced a frustrating 
problem. there was no standard way of calculating 
the amount of climate-warming gases released 
throughout their value chains or over the whole 
life cycle of a specific product. Now, two new 
standards developed by WRI and its partners are 
helping end the exasperation. the Corporate Value 
Chain and Product Life Cycle standards, unveiled 
late last year, will help generate “key data to drive 
strategic business decisions regarding greenhouse 
gas reductions,” says Kelly Semrau, a senior vice 
president with Wisconsin-based SC Johnson, one 
of 60 major companies in 17 nations that helped 
test and fine-tune the accounting methods during a 
three-year development process.

the standards are the latest practical tools 
produced by the pioneering greenhouse gas 
Protocol (www.ghgprotocol.org), a decade-long 
partnership between WRi and the World Business 
Council for Sustainable Development. The GHG 
protocol had already created now widely used 
methods for tallying direct and indirect emissions 

from company operations (known as scope 1 and 2 
emissions). the new standards will help companies 
measure a broader set of emissions known as scope 
3 emissions. the Corporate Value Chain standard, 
for instance, enables businesses to identify “hot 
spots” in supply and customer chains that can 
stretch across continents. and the product life 
Cycle standard allows companies to add up the 
emissions inherent in making, using, and disposing 
of a product, whether it is a toaster or a truck.

In essence, the standards recognize that businesses 
can’t manage what they can’t measure. putting 
reliable numbers on the table, however, will help 
companies focus on the bottom line: curbing 
emissions and improving financial performance. 
that’s one reason the standards are already 
gaining traction around the world. For example, 
the Consumer goods Forum, which represents 
more than 400 consumer goods companies and 
retailers with a combined $3 trillion in sales, has 
embraced them, as has the Global e-Sustainability 
Initiative, a consortium of leading information and 
communication technology companies.

Of a 
cOmpany’s 
emissiOns 
(On average) 
are classified 
as scOpe 3
(sapsustainabilityreport.com/
downstream)

80%
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tHe next cHAllenge // climAte + energy

H e l p i n g  t H e  W o R l d ’ s  p o o R  
p R e p a R e  F o R  C l i M a t e  C H a n g e

even under the best circumstances, they are 
complicated decisions that can have long-lasting 
implications: Where is the best place to plow a new 
field; build a home or community; or construct a 
factory, road, or power plant? now, with climate 
change poised to shift rainfall patterns and even 
shorelines, such decisions have become even more 
critical for the people most vulnerable to a changing 
climate—the world’s poor and marginalized. They 
tend to live in the places most exposed to climate 
risks, such as low-lying urban slums and marginal 
agricultural lands. And they have the fewest 
resources with which to weather environmental and 
economic setbacks.

Increasingly, however, national governments 
around the world are recognizing the real risks 
that climate change poses to economic and social 
development. These governments know that their 
countries are vulnerable and will need to adapt. To 
that effect, WRI has launched a “vulnerability and 
adaptation” (V&A) initiative to help communities 
become more resilient in a changing world. 

in practical terms, this means helping key 
government ministries—such as those responsible 

for planning, agriculture, and social affairs—to look 
ahead and include consideration of V&a in core 
plans and practices. it means working with global 
agencies and governments to encourage more 
creative, efficient, and accountable ways of steering 
limited funds to the most important V&a programs. 
And it means empowering local people by providing 
them with the information they need to prepare and 
protect themselves from climate change. In many 
places, even basic information on weather, water 
flows, and markets can be hard to come by. 

initially, we will learn from working in east 
africa and india and focus on a central issue: how 
land is—and will be—used for everything from 
farming to settlement. These efforts not only have 
the potential to catalyze local change, but also 
to demonstrate and accelerate the adoption of 
effective V&A policies around the world. Ultimately, 
our goal is ensure that the world’s poorest citizens 
are benefiting from more resilient development 
strategies that are far less likely to be undone by a 
changing climate. 

 12k
families in 
bOlivia 
affected by 
heavy rains
(National plan launched  
to assist thousands affected  
by flooding across Bolivia,  
IFRC.org, March 7, 2012)
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progrAm // 

goVernAnce + 
Access

empOwer peOple 
and strengthen 
institutiOns 
tO fOster 
envirOnmentally 
sOund and 
sOcially 
equitable 
decisiOn-maKing >
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mAKing Big ideAs HAppen // goVernAnce + Access

n e W  e n V i R o n M e n t a l  l a W s  g i V e  t H e 
p o o R e s t  C H i l e a n s  a  g R e a t e R  V o i C e

After voters in chile elected a new president in 2010, 
public-interest groups sprang into action. Their goal:  
to make sure that a landmark effort to strengthen Chile’s 
environmental laws, years in the making, didn’t falter. 

Happily, it didn’t. With assistance from WRi and 
The Access Initiative (TAI), a global effort to ensure 
that citizens have a voice in environmental decisions, 
last year several Chilean groups, led by Corporación 
Participa, helped persuade officials to approve an 
innovative public participation regulation. It requires 
government agencies conducting environmental impact 
assessments of proposed projects, such as dams or 
mines, to actively seek out the views and participation 
of vulnerable and marginalized communities. A 2010 
WRi report, a seat at the table: including the poor in 
Decisions for Development and Environment, provided 
key support for the measure.

“In concrete terms, this means that, for the first time, 
the poorest and often most remote communities in Chile 
will be able to participate in environmental decision 
making in a meaningful way,” says tai senior associate 
Joseph Foti. 

Just a handful of other nations, including the united 
States, South Africa, and South Korea, have similar 

environmental justice policies. But “to the best of 
our knowledge, Chile’s would be the first such legally 
binding rules in the world,” Foti says. It is also “the first 
time a latin american country has brought the notion 
of environmental justice in public participation into 
standard practice with the full force of law.”

The president’s office is now finalizing the language 
before moving to implement the regulatory reforms, 
many of which aim to make it easier for people to learn 
about and participate in environmental assessments. 
Officials are working to simplify technical information, 
for example, and communicate using local languages 
and accessible formats (such as local radio ads on new 
projects). The officials are also moving to schedule 
meetings when busy workers and parents are able to 
attend, and hold them close to affected communities.

Ultimately, environmental advocates hope Chile’s 
new rules will serve as a model for other nations. 
“Historically, Chile has been a bellwether for 
environmental reform in other Latin American 
countries,” says Foti. “By codifying these principles 
in language specific to its legal tradition—a legal 
tradition shared by its neighbors—such principles could 
eventually become commonly implemented throughout 
the hemisphere.”

increase 
in rOads, 
extractives, 
and energy 
in the last 
fOur years 
in sOuth 
america
(Alternative Latin Investor, 
Infrastucture Investment  
Latin America 2011)

83%
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tHe next cHAllenge // goVernAnce + Access

e n s u R i n g  t H a t  F o R e i g n  o i l 
i n V e s t M e n t  M e e t s  u g a n d a ’ s  n e e d s

the Albertine rift, a network of fertile valleys, 
sparkling lakes, and towering mountains, creates 
a 600-mile-long north-south corridor through five 
nations in central Africa. For decades, biologists have 
considered the rift to be one of the world’s biodiversity 
treasure chests. More than half of africa’s bird species 
call it home, along with 40 percent of the continent’s 
mammals and 20 percent of its amphibians and plants. 

Recently, however, the Albertine Rift has become 
known for holding another kind of treasure: oil. it’s 
a valuable resource that, if exploited appropriately, 
could help alleviate poverty in some of Africa’s poorest 
communities. Without appropriate safeguards, 
however, oil development could also help fuel conflict 
in a region with a tragic history of violence. 

a WRi project aims to enable one albertine Rift nation, 
Uganda, to effectively manage investments in its 
emerging oil sector. Although the Ugandan government 
already has guidelines designed to incorporate 
social and environmental concerns into industrial 
development, they predate the discovery of oil and, 
as a result, don’t fully address the unique challenges 
posed by oil development, which will include extensive 

foreign investment. To ensure that Uganda’s guidelines 
meet 21st century needs, the Equity, Poverty, and 
Environment project (EPE) and the International 
Financial Flows and Environment project (IFFE) 
of WRI’s Institutions and Governance program will 
be working with foreign oil companies, government 
agencies, and civil society and nongovernmental 
organizations to revise and update the guidelines. 

one goal is to ensure that foreign oil companies 
operating in uganda better understand, support,  
and comply with the social and environmental 
standards established by uganda, their home nations, 
and the international community. another is to 
strengthen investor commitment to transparency  
and the implementation of policies and practices  
that address the social and environmental impacts  
of their investments.

uganda is not the only nation facing the challenge of 
making the most of a newfound source of wealth. as a 
result, uganda has an opportunity to become a model 
of how to tap potentially extensive oil reserves in a 
way that minimizes environmental impacts and social 
conflict while maximizing benefits to society as a whole.

 40%
Of uganda’s 
pOpulatiOn 
survives On 
less than 
 $1.25 per day
(NY Times, 11/25/11 story  
on oil and uganda which  
cites World Bank data)
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progrAm // 

mArKets + 
enterprise

harness marKets 
and enterprise tO 
expand ecOnOmic 
OppOrtunity 
and prOtect the 
envirOnment >
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mAKing Big ideAs HAppen // mArKets + enterprise

a q u e d u C t  C a R R i e s  p R e C i o u s 
i n F o R M a t i o n  o n  W a t e R  R i s k

As one of southern Africa’s longest waterways, the 
Orange-Senqu River plays a vital role in fueling the 
economies of south africa, Botswana, namibia, and 
Lesotho. But the 1,400-mile-long river is flowing 
toward an uncertain future as demand grows for its 
water. Aqueduct, a suite of interactive mapping and 
analysis tools created by WRi, is helping decision 
makers better identify these water-related risks and 
thus drive the development of early response and 
mitigation strategies. 

Aqueduct enables companies, investors, and 
governments to visualize and explore issues that could 
affect water quantity and quality. Click into Aqueduct’s 
online Water Risk Atlas for the Orange-Senqu River 
Basin, for example, and you can create color-coded maps 
that highlight regions that are likely to be facing water 
stress, flood problems, or unstable regulatory regimes.

that kind of information can be critical for businesses 
and governments trying to make sound investment 
and water-management decisions. Unless existing 
infrastructure and management regimes are in place 
to mitigate such risks, it makes no sense, for instance, 
to site a water-intensive facility in a place likely to 
experience droughts—or where the facility might 

compete for scarce water with people or wildlife. the 
maps can also help identify places that could potentially 
be in need of solutions to more sustainable water use.

“Water risk is becoming an issue that is on the tip of 
everyone’s tongue,” says WRI’s Rob Kimball, who 
helps coordinate Aqueduct. A 2012 report to the World 
Economic Forum, for instance, identified for the first 
time water supply as one of the top five risks facing 
the global community—right up there with systemic 
financial failure and debt crises. 

We began building Aqueduct last year to help reduce 
that risk. We’ve already assembled a global database 
that holds information on everything from estimated 
water availability to storage infrastructure and have 
released an online atlas that provides a global overview 
of water risks. Developing finer-scale water risk atlases 
in river basins including China’s Yellow, Africa’s 
Orange-Senqu, and the United States’ Colorado has 
helped us refine and improve our peer-reviewed water 
risk mapping methodology. in 2013, we will apply this 
methodology globally, releasing a powerful tool for 
mapping water risk worldwide. Ultimately, Aqueduct 
will help key leaders visualize the risks facing these 
important waterways and envision solutions.

increased 
water use 
in develOping 
cOuntries  
by 2025
(unep, WWap 2006)

50%
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tHe next cHAllenge // mArKets + enterprise

CliMate FinanCe and tHe pRiVate 
seCtoR—key FoR deVeloping nations

many of the solutions to addressing climate change 
are clear, such as developing new sources of 
energy that emit less carbon dioxide and building 
homes, factories, and vehicles that use energy 
more efficiently. How to pay for these advances, 
however, is a little less obvious, especially in 
developing nations. Experts, for instance, estimate 
that developing nations will need at least US$400 
to $500 billion by 2030 to address climate change. 
The governments of developed nations have already 
said they’ll help out by providing US$100 billion. 
But developing nations will also need assistance 
from private investors—from banks to venture 
capitalists—to raise the needed funds.

WRI’s new Climate Finance and the Private Sector 
Project aims to catalyze the private investment 
needed to close the gap. in particular, by working 
with governments, publicly funded financial 
institutions, and other funding institutions, we’ll  
be working to build public-private partnerships  
that increase the flow of climate finance to 
developing nations.

We’ve already met with leaders from the public and 
private finance sectors to identify problems and 

possibilities. all sides see opportunities to better 
leverage private capital to curb climate change. 
But they also agree that better coordination and 
collaboration are needed.

To build that teamwork, over the next year the 
Climate Finance and the Private Sector Project 
will be focusing its work in three areas. We’ll be 
working with public financial institutions, such 
as government-backed aid funds, to identify 
how they can help catalyze private investment in 
climate projects. We’ll be working with one of the 
world’s biggest climate finance donors, the U.S. 
government, to help overcome barriers to scaling 
up private climate finance flows to the developing 
world. And we’ll be closely examining the nitty-gritty 
organization and governance of existing public-
private collaborations on climate finance, looking for 
lessons learned and ways to improve performance.

These efforts recognize that, although money alone 
can’t solve problems, it is a critical ingredient to 
fueling progress on climate change. and by building 
bridges between the public and private sectors, our 
project can help steer resources to where they are 
needed most.

 20
milliOn 
peOple 
affected by 
2010 flOOds  
in paKistan
(World Resources Report  
2011 on adaptation)
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progrAm // 

people + 
ecosystems

reverse rapid 
degradatiOn  
Of ecOsystems 
and assure their 
capacity tO 
prOvide humans 
with needed 
gOOds and 
services >
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mAKing Big ideAs HAppen // people + ecosystems

gloBal inVestoR stRengtHens 
enViRonMental and soCial standaRds

over the last few decades, the international finance 
corporation (ifc), a major global lender, has helped 
catalyze numerous projects, from new farms 
and banks to mines and power plants, that have 
helped reduce poverty and promote development 
in middle- and low-income nations. To minimize 
the impact that these projects can have on the 
environment and people, IFC lending has been 
guided by a set of performance standards on 
Environmental and Social Sustainability since 
2006. now, drawing on WRi’s analytical work, iFC 
is stepping up its environmental and social reviews 
to ensure that its lending helps and not hurts.

“In addition to requiring more comprehensive 
assessments of how a project might affect climate 
change and indigenous peoples’ rights, iFC has 
raised the bar for examining ecosystem risks 
and benefits,” says Norbert Henninger, a senior 
associate in WRi’s people and ecosystems program. 
“it could become a trendsetter.”

iFC’s new performance standards, adopted at the 
start of 2012, bolster project reviews in a number 
of ways. experts inside and outside of iFC, for 
example, believed that the 2006 standards didn’t 

fully account for ecosystem services. For instance, 
although draining a wetland to plant crops or build 
a factory might seem worthwhile using a traditional 
cost-benefit analysis, the calculus changes if it 
includes the full value of the lost flood control, fish 
habitat, pollination and other ecosystem services. 
“you need to incorporate all the natural capital; you 
can’t just ignore it,” Henninger says.

The new IFC standard, developed in part with 
input from WRI experts, requires borrowers to 
show that planned projects will “maintain the 
benefits from ecosystem services.” And although it 
is too early to know exactly how that requirement 
will shape projects, it could have a long reach: 
IFC alone is expected to lend about $20 billion 
this year, and its practices are “widely influential 
among international financiers for managing 
environmental and social risks of projects in the 
developing world,” Henninger says. More than 
60 leading institutions have already said they will 
adhere to the iFC standards. now, the challenge 
is to make sure those lenders transform that 
commitment into action.

$2B
cOntributed 
tO wOrld 
banK’s fund 
fOr pOOrest 
cOuntries 
since 2007
(iFC key Facts at iFC.org) 
*US dollars
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tHe next cHAllenge // people + ecosystems

a g R i C u l t u R e ’ s  l o o M i n g 
C H a l l e n g e

At least 10,000 years ago, the world’s first farmers 
sowed their seed and reaped the harvest. Today, 
agriculture remains central to our lives, but 
challenges loom. By 2050, experts predict that 
there will 9.3 billion people on Earth. How will we 
feed them all without exacerbating pressure on 
the climate, ecosystems, and freshwater? Can we 
expand food production and still alleviate poverty 
and improve the lives of women?

Achieving this “great balancing act” will require 
more than a single approach. So, over the next 
few years, we will be working to identify practical 
solutions to the grand challenge of feeding the 
world without undermining our future. along 
the way, we’ll be sharing what we’ve learned 
in a new and innovative edition of the World 
Resources Report, WRI’s influential resource on the 
environment and development.

Since 1986, 13 volumes of this authoritative “big 
book” have helped shape how the world thinks 
about and addresses critical issues. For our 14th 

edition, we are taking a somewhat different 
approach. Instead of a single volume, we will 
be releasing a series of short, solution-focused 
installments from 2012 through 2014. each 
will take on one piece of the food-environment 
problem and identify solutions that can be tailored 
to different circumstances, because what works 
in Texas might not be right for Tanzania. “There 
is a lot of good research on the problems, so our 
focus will be on solving them,” says Craig Hanson, 
director of WRi’s people and ecosystems program.

It’s an approach that recognizes that knowledge 
is power but that a big challenge doesn’t have just 
one solution. Agriculture not only accounts for 70 
percent of the world’s freshwater consumption, 
for instance; it also produces about one-quarter 
of the world’s greenhouse gases. it is also a major 
contributor to water pollution and habitat loss. 
Meanwhile, many of the world’s poorest people are 
farmers, and nearly one-half of these are women. 
Helping these farmers meet the coming challenge 
will be essential for all of us.

9.3
billiOn peOple 
On earth 
by 2050
(united nations, department 
of economic and social affairs, 
Population Division (2011). 
World Population Prospects:  
The 2010 Revision, Highlights 
and Advance Tables. Working 
paper no. esa/p/Wp.220.)
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M a k i n g  s t R e e t s  s a F e R :  
B R t  i n  M e x i C o  a n d  B R a z i l

with more than one million people a year killed in road 
crashes worldwide—and another 50 million injured—
road safety is an important issue for WRi’s eMBaRq 
Center for sustainable transport. With support from 
Bloomberg philanthropies, eMBaRq works with 
partners in Mexico and Brazil to improve bus rapid 
transit systems (BRts), which help shorten commutes 
and reduce congestion and pollution.

Rio de Janeiro’s first BRT corridor—called Transoeste— 
is improving quality of life for millions of people. Planners 
predict transoeste will carry 220,000 passengers per 
day in an area that previously lacked high-quality rapid 
transit. EMBARQ Brazil provided technical support to 
improve the system’s implementation and marketing, 
guided road safety audits, and identified operating and 
design issues. such assistance “was only possible through 
a partnership with eMBaRq,” said Rio de Janeiro Mayor 
Eduardo Paes, during a Rio+20 Conference event with 
new york City Mayor Michael Bloomberg.

eMBaRq also worked to ensure that planned urban 
infrastructure improvements in Brazilian cities last 
beyond two upcoming mega-sporting events: soccer’s 
2014 World Cup and the 2016 summer olympics. For 
example, EMBARQ Brazil recommended ways to improve 
safety at “black spots” along 7 busway corridors in Porto 

Alegre. It is also working with Belo Horizonte, the host of 
soccer’s 2013 Confederation Cup, to reshape downtown 
construction plans to better accommodate BRt, cycling 
and walking. 

EMBARQ is also working in Mexico to improve 
sustainable transport. eMBaRq Mexico was 
instrumental in starting the Metrobus BRt system in 
Mexico City, which now consists of four lines serving 
690,000 passengers per day on 95 km. EMBARQ Mexico 
played a major role in developing the city’s new Line 4 in 
the historical district. 

Mexico City officials adopted more than two-thirds of 
EMBARQ’s recommendations to improve road safety and 
operations, from improving pedestrian safety at crossings 
to controlling vehicle speeds. In partnership with FedEx 
Corp., eMBaRq Mexico conducted safety training for 
Line 4 drivers. Now, EMBARQ Mexico is replicating this 
work in other cities, such as Chihuahua.

using lessons learned from crash data analysis and road 
safety inspections on BRTs, EMBARQ developed a set 
of guidelines, Traffic Safety on Bus Corridors, for transit 
agencies, cities and development banks around the world, 
to ensure that all new BRts integrate the best practices 
on pedestrian and traffic safety.

 50
milliOn 
peOple 
injured 
wOrldwide 
per year in 
rOad crashes
(WHo World report on road 
traffic injury prevention.  
Geneva, 2004)
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W H e n  R e s e a R C H  M e e t s  t H e  R o a d : 
A U T O - R I C K S H A W S  I N  I N D I A

in india, the rickshaw is a three-wheeled icon. 
Modern “auto rickshaws”—which are powered by 
a motor and not pulled by a person—are a popular 
and dependable form of transit. now, eMBaRq, the 
WRi Center for sustainable transport, is helping 
translate research into real-world efforts to make 
rickshaws an even more important part of India’s 
transport system.

Rickshaws can help achieve the twin goals of 
sustainable transportation: promoting the use 
of public transport, and reducing the reliance on 
private motor vehicles, notes a recent EMBARQ 
research report, sustainable urban transport in 
India: Role of the Auto-rickshaw Sector. It found 
that auto-rickshaws make it easier for people to 
reach and use of other types of public transport,  
and serve as an effective door-to-door alternative  
to private motor vehicles. Well run rickshaw 
fleets can also improve road safety and reduce 
environmental impacts.

To maximize those benefits, EMBARQ India is 
helping green entrepreneurs launch rickshaw 
services. In early 2012, for instance, it organized a 
“Rickshaw Rising” summit in Mumbai. it featured 

indian entrepreneurs sharing lessons learned 
from running fleets, global experts highlighting 
technological innovations that could help rickshaw 
owners, and policy makers and local decision 
makers discussing nitty-gritty issues such as how to 
get start-up loans and permits. The event was part 
of a Catalyzing New Mobility project supported by 
the Rockefeller Foundation.

eMBaRq india  also assisted Rajkot, a city of 1.3 
million people in gujarat state, in launching the 
“G-Auto” rickshaw service. Like many cities, Rajkot 
has thousands of rickshaws with unreliable services 
and informal fare structures. The G-Auto fleet, the 
first of its kind in the city, developed in partnership 
with the nirmal Foundation, aims to address such 
issues. The fleet was officially launched in July 2012 
by Nitinbhai Patel, Minister of Urban Development. 
The service features a unified brand, metered 
pricing and even a ”dial-a-rixa” (call-in) service. 
The fledgling fleet is expected to reach about 500 
auto-rickshaws within a year, improving quality of 
service for passengers, as well as quality of life for 
drivers and city resident.

 229
milliOn 
ricKshaw 
passenger 
trips per day 
acrOss india
(WRi’s Sustainable Transport  
in India, 2012)
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wri in indiA

i n d i a ’ s  p R o F o u n d  R o l e  
i n  g l o B a l  s u s t a i n a B i l i t y

A central aspect of wri’s strategic plan is our 
commitment to focused, sustained interaction with 
countries emerging as global leaders—economically, 
politically, and environmentally. These leading 
nations—especially China, India, and Brazil—
will play a profound role in shaping the future 
sustainability of the planet.

Our first step in executing this strategy was opening 
a WRI office in Beijing in 2009. In India, WRI helped 
establish a trust, an important step for scaling up 
our work in-country, focusing around promoting 
sustainability in cities. Guiding this organization is a 
distinguished board of trustees led by WRi director 
Jamshyd godrej, one of india’s foremost business 
and sustainability leaders. other trustees include 
Ashok Khosla, founder of Development Alternatives, 
and Bharath Jairaj, a noted environmental lawyer 
who directs WRI’s Electricity Governance Initiative 
in India. A generous financial contribution and 
in-kind office space in Mumbai from Jamshyd 
Godrej has significantly moved us forward and 
provided an important financial foundation for 
expanded work in india. 

WRI has a fifteen-year track record in India, and 
has built strong relationships with civil society, 
government and business. In 2011, WRI’s EMBARQ 
India partnered with the city of Jaipur to reorganize 
that city’s bus service, a crucial first step toward a 
modern, sustainable transport system. the access 
Initiative, a network of civil society groups formed by 
WRI in 1999, has helped ensure that India’s National 
green tribunal, a court formed in 2010 to deal with 
environmental disputes, receives the necessary 
infrastructure, staff, and judges to begin operations.

While our work will focus on sustainability in 
cities, our engagement will continue to span a wide 
range of issues: strengthening governance in the 
electricity sector; developing sustainable urban 
transport and road safety solutions; engaging 
business through greenhouse gas accounting tools; 
promoting access to information, participation, and 
justice in environmental matters; and building trust 
between india and the u.s. on climate change.
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40%
Of india’s 
pOpulatiOn 
will live in 
urban areas 
by 2030
(worldbank.org, 2012)
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B l a C k o u t s  H i g H l i g H t  n e e d  
F o R  e l e C t R i C i t y  R e F o R M  
a n d  R e n e W a B l e  e n e R g y

As india’s economy expands and its population 
grows, so too do its energy needs. While the 
government has been increasing its power 
generation capacity, the demand outstrips supply 
and is increasing even faster. This truth hit home 
in the summer of 2012 when 670 million people 
and hundreds of thousands of businesses were 
left without power after key energy grids broke 
down. electricity supply in india is unreliable and 
generally of poor quality. And 400 million Indians 
lack access to any electricity at all. Coordination 
between supply grids is weak.

Helping india meet its energy needs will be a major 
focus of WRI’s agenda in country over the coming 
years. We are working already with decision-makers 
to develop a holistic and participatory approach to 
electricity planning in two important states so as 
to provide sustainable energy access and reduce 
the gap between demand and supply. this entails 
improving transparency, accountability, and public 
participation in the planning process. it also means 
effective implementation of existing policies, 
regulations, and plans to better promote and scale up 
renewable energy and energy efficiency programs. 

At the same time, we recognize that Indian companies 
and multinational corporations in india will play 
a decisive role in shaping the country’s energy 
landscape. their need for more electricity will further 
exacerbate the demand-supply gap. WRI is working 
with an emerging “green power purchasing” group of 
companies in Bangalore that aim to increase their own 
renewable energy use, help devise new procurement 
strategies, financing models, and contracting 
methods, and become business advocates for green 
power. WRI will leverage its successful experience 
establishing a green power Buyers group in the u.s., 
which generated support for over 1,000 MW of new 
renewable energy among pioneering u.s. companies, 
when few companies were taking such progressive 
action. Companies will also tap into WRi’s tools for 
reporting and tracking greenhouse gas emissions as  
a method for measuring success.

Clean electricity is critical to india’s economic 
progress, energy security and a better quality of life. 
Citizens, decision-makers, and business leaders are 
chipping away at india’s core electricity challenges as 
the nation’s power demand is expected to more than 
double by 2035.

400
milliOn 
indians lacK 
access tO 
electricity
(India’s Energy Policy and 
Electricity Production,  
The National Bureau of Asian 
Research for the Senate Indian 
Caucus, october 2011)
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l o o k i n g  a H e a d  t o  s u s t a i n a B l e 
a n d  l i V a B l e  C i t i e s  i n  C H i n a

cities have been called humankind’s greatest 
creation, bustling centers of creativity and 
innovation. But as more of the world’s people 
live in urban areas, the challenge of creating 
environmentally sound cities is growing. That 
challenge is particularly apparent in China, one 
of the most rapidly urbanizing nations on Earth. 
Already, about one-half of China’s 1.3 billion people 
live in cities, and experts predict that share will rise 
to 70 percent by 2030. By then, China is expected  
to have at least 220 cities with populations of  
1 million or more. 

Many of these new metropolises will be designed 
and built from the ground up over the next few 
decades. and a new WRi effort—the sustainable 
and Livable Cities Initiative, launched last year 
at an event in Beijing—is aiming to help these 
emerging urban centers get off to a good start. 
Our goals are to help China’s fast-growing cities 
avoid past mistakes in urban design, shift to 
environmentally smarter practices, and improve 
strategies for creating truly livable cities. In 
particular, by working closely with partners in 
China and around the world, we aim to show how 

an “avoid, shift, and improve” approach can help 
cities save energy; curb greenhouse gas emissions; 
and improve water quality, urban mobility, and 
land use.

China has an extraordinary opportunity to pioneer 
and demonstrate innovative new blueprints for 
urban growth. Government mandates to improve 
energy efficiency and curb greenhouse gas 
emissions are creating opportunities to remake 
how cities are planned and built, for instance, and 
WRI is also working with the National Development 
and Reform Commission, a key planning agency 
that has initiated a nationwide effort to create 
sustainable low-carbon cities. 

With support from the Caterpillar Foundation, WRi 
is focusing its initial work in the city of qingdao in 
Shandong province, where officials want to improve 
the quality of life for more than 8.7 million residents. 
soon, the lessons learned there in planning 
everything from transportation grids to water 
systems will be helping other fast-growing cities—in 
China and around the world—avoid the mistakes of 
the past and build a new city of the future.
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 690
milliOn 
peOple living 
in china’s 
urban areas
(national Bureau of statistics  
of China, January 17, 2012)
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i n  C H e n g d u ,  s e e k i n g  
t o  s u s t a i n  a B u n d a n C e

nestled on a fertile plain once dubbed “the land 
of abundance,” the city of Chengdu is one of 
China’s most vibrant urban centers. The capital of 
southwestern China’s Sichuan province, the city 
boasts more than 7 million residents, with another 
7 million living in surrounding areas. Surveys have 
picked Chengdu as one of China’s best places to 
invest and as one of its best places to live.

But with millions of new residents expected to 
arrive in coming years, can Chengdu sustain its 
vitality without worsening its environmental impact 
and quality of life?

That is the question that WRI and Chengdu officials  
are hoping to answer in the next phase of the 
Sustainable and Livable Cities Initiative. Building 
on initial work in the city of qingdao, WRi is  
now working with city and regional groups in 
Chengdu to come up with an action plan for  
taking practical, significant steps to curb the city’s  
carbon emissions and improve transportation  
and water management. 

preliminary plans, for instance, call for the partners 
to develop a blueprint for low-carbon development 
that examines the city’s major energy uses and 
identifies promising opportunities for reductions. 
There is also interest in developing a sustainable 
transportation and water management system for 
the tianfu new district, an entirely new community 
that could ultimately house millions of people.

For the moment, tianfu is mostly bare ground. 
City officials must still take numerous steps, from 
finding development funds to laying sewer pipes, to 
make it real. But by thinking ahead—and learning 
from the successes and failures of other fast-
growing cities—the Sustainable and Livable Cities 
Initiative hopes to make places like Tianfu world-
class models for how to do urban development in 
the 21st century and help the Chengdu plain sustain 
its reputation as a land of abundance.

 14
milliOn 
peOple living 
in and arOund 
chengdu
(China Daily 7/7/2011 quoting 
Chengdu municipal statistic)
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a C k n o W l e d g i n g  o u R  d o n o R s  (January 1, 2011 – August 1, 2012)

membership in corporate consultative group (ccg)  
is the principal way for companies to stay up-to-date on  
wri’s corporate-relevant research, analysis and tools across 
all of wri’s programs. in the photo above, participants from 
3m, citi, alcoa, disney, pricewaterhousecoopers, and  
Kimberly-clark participate in a breakout session at the  
ccg’s 2011 mindshare meeting, hosted by citi in new york.
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united nations institute for 
training and research

united nations Office for project 
services

the world bank
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paul elwood

philip enock

richard epstein and beth 
weinstein

eliza erikson

andrew escoll, md

william farwell

dr. adam fass

jill feasley and Kurt lawson

joel fedder

adrienne ferriss

wendy fierin

wendy fiering

tracey i. fine

glen finkel

craig and diane fischer

vivian fong

thomas and elizabeth fox

Olivia frazao

e. marianne gabel

william gagliardi

amey garber

benjamin garrett

roy garrigus

bruce and eve gendron

raymond gibson

emily gifford

robert w. gillespie

luke gilroy

sheila ginsberg

spencer glendon

brian glick

aric gliesche

sharon goldwater

mark gudiksen

alice f. gutman

david p. hackett

ridgway m. hall, jr.

leslie hand

james a. harmon

christopher harwood

laurence hausman

laura heery prozes

daniel hildreth

david hirschel

urs höelzle

mark hollingsworth

adam hughes

sarah f. hunnewell

john janosko

Kirsty jenkinson

garry jewett

ralph and bonnie johnson

dr. and mrs. charles r. 
jorgensen

hamilton Kean

dennis and connie Keller

mr. and mrs. brooks m. Kelley

rebecca Kennedy

michael Kennedy

shad Khan

peter s. Knight

jonathan Koehn

brian Kosiak

steven Kramer

william Krug

leslie Krymer

helen p. ladd

ellen lafler

Kiley lambert

gloria lamont

terilynn langsev

myles lank

jonathan lash

david lavine

Kurt lawson

jennifer and christian layke

arthur a. levin

hava liberman

sandra linabury

brian linde

david lindsay

gerald t. lins

gretchen long

josephine louie

thomas e. lovejoy iii

martin lowenstein

jan manschot

jan and lois mares

jonathan marr

adrienne b. mars

gregory marshall

sally ann marston

jessica t. mathews

Kirk mayer

jay mcallister

Katie mcginty and Karl hausker

geneviève mercier

ind iv idual  dOnOrs  cOnt inued On  next  page  >

wri director and president of the 
natural resources defense council 
frances Beinecke  joins wri’s  
director of wri’s markets and 
enterprise program Kirsty Jenkinson 
in a conversation about workable 
climate policy solutions at the 
opening dinner for wri’s corporate 
consultative group (ccg) annual 
mindshare meeting in new york.
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wilhelm m. merck

valerie and medhat michael

erik mikysa

harold miller

thomas miller

mark b. milstein

george p. mitchell

Katharine b. morgan

douglas Keith morris

julius moschitz

mr. and mrs. Kenneth 
mountcastle

auburt j. mowry

george and elinor munroe

robin and mary claire murphy

cassandra murphy

seanan murphy

rory murray

susan myers

lawrence myers

john nay

todd d. nelson

claudia nicholson

matthew nimetz

jeffrey north

doug Oberhelman

Odigha Odigha

george l. Ohrstrom ii

ayrea O’neal

thomas b. patton

richard peckham

w r i  A n d  c A t e r p i l l A r 
f o u n d A t i o n  l A u n c H 
s u s t A i n A B l e  c i t i e s  i n i t i A t i V e 

in late 2011, the caterpillar foundation announced a five-
year, $12.5 million grant to wri to advance environmentally 
sustainable and livable cities in china, india, and brazil. 
work is underway in qingdao, chengdu, bangalore, and sao 
paulo. the grant builds on the company’s earlier support for 
embarq—the wri center for sustainable transport, which 
is well-known for results that improve mobility, road safety, 
and land use in mexico, brazil, india, turkey, and the andes. 

“sustainable urbanization is challenging, and the world resources institute has a 
proven track record of developing innovative approaches to the world’s biggest environ-
mental and sustainability issues,” said Kevin thieneman, caterpillar china, india, and 
asean country manager. “it is our hope that lessons learned in china, india, and brazil 
will guide the world’s urban centers toward more sustainable growth models that will 
generate practical solutions for managing rapid urbanization and improve the lives of 
millions of people.” 

victor peters

dave and ann phillips

margaret pike

michael j. pirog

susan place

marjorie and laurence porter

eric radjef

eric raetz

john g. g. rakocy

philip rand

janet ranganathan

william b. richardson

Kathleen riley

gwen rino

larry rockefeller

carlos p. rodriguez-pastor

hein roehrig

ari rosenfield

stephen m. ross

mr. daniel rubins

jeff ruddell

philip rushton

john and virginia sall

paul salniker

ibrahim salau

alison sander

tedd saunders

mrs. william b.h. sawyer

john schivell

adam schleifer

john e. schroeder

pam schulz

flavia scott

charles sebens

theresa sedlack

deborah seim

michael j. shannon

rebecca silver

amy silverman

mark and donna simon

rita sinkovec

darlene slaughter

shaye slayne

matthew slovik

edith and bruce smart

jeffrey and pamela smith

jon and cleo sonneborn

scott spangler

mike stasio

elizabeth steele

peter and liz steven

betty stevens

tracy stilwell

edward l. strohbehn, jr.

burton swanson

jake m. swenson

joan e. and lee b. thomas, jr.

lee m. thomas

laura thompson

sue and john tierney

lillian and carlos torres

mr. and mrs. russell train

indiViduAls (continued)

wri Vice president for 
development and institutional 
strategy elizabeth cook, 
director general su wei of 
the department of climate 
change from china’s national 
development and reform 
commission (ndrc), and 
richard lavin, caterpillar 
group president, at the 
launch of wri’s sustainable 
and livable cities initiative in 
Beijing, china.
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alison cichowalas in honor  
of nika duval

emil h. frankel for lee schipper 
memorial scholarship

deborah hecht for lee schipper 
memorial scholarship

douglas Koplow for lee schipper 
memorial scholarship

therese langer for lee schipper 
memorial scholarship

laura mcluckie-Khandan,  
award for the environmental 
poetry contest

adam millard-ball for lee 
schipper memorial scholarship

james p. rosenfield for lee 
schipper memorial scholarship

shell foundation for lee 
schipper memorial scholarship

steven j. shore for lee schipper 
memorial scholarship

daniel sperling for lee schipper 
memorial scholarship 

emma stewart, phd, in honor  
of dan hopkins for quality 
analysis to inform policy

reena tiwari for lee schipper 
memorial scholarship

triBute gifts

advanced conservation strategies

alliance for sustainable energy, llc

american conservation 
association, inc.

american forest foundation

ard, inc.

avaaz

central research institute of electric 
power industry

cercle d’appui ála gestion durable 
des forêts (cagdf)

the chesapeake bay foundation, inc.

coastal quest

confederation of indian industry

development alternatives, inc.

earthshare

environmental resources 
management

university of florida

fortune Oriental environment and 
resources co., ltd

great plains institute

icf international

institute for sustainable 
communities

institute of international education

intecO

international development research 
centre

international institute for applied 
systems analysis

international institute for 
sustainable development

international union for 
conservation of nature 
headquarters (iucn)

landcare research

lawrence berkeley national 
laboratory

manomet center for 
conservation sciences

maryland department of 
agriculture

national bureau of asian 
research

the nature conservancy

network for good

noblis

nOvacel

nrem international, inc.

Open democracy advice centre

pontificia universidad catolica 
de chile

rainforest alliance

resources for the future

spf sante publuque securite  
de la chaine alimentaire

srK consulting ltd.

stockholm environment institute

surrey satellite technology

sustainable forestry initiative

west virginia university

willamette partnership

winrock international institute  
for agriculture development

world business council for 
sustainable development

world wildlife fund for nature

otHer institutionsdan tunstall

sean tuohy

barbara gazey turner

laura d. tyson

jean van der tak

ameetsinh vaghela-vakiil

alejandra vinagre

clinton a. vince

emily v. wade

dr. diana h. wall

ms. michael ann walstad

chris wanha

david warshaw

timothy wechsler

daniel weiss

nancy wessling

Keith white

lynn wilkie

ann m. williams

donn williams

ellen williams

christine winston

john winthrop

amy yates

jean yuan

cody zindler

(top) wri interim president and managing director 
manish Bapna presented the 9th annual “stories to watch” 
briefing to journalists and donors at the national press 
club in washington, dc. (Bottom) wri hosted a high-
level chinese official delegation to the u.s. to exchange 
ideas and information around low carbon development. 
during the visit, wri and ndrc signed a memorandum of 
understanding to help increase collaboration on sustainable 
development activities in china. pictured:  director general 
su wei of the department of climate change from china’s 
national development and reform commission (ndrc),  
wri deputy china country director and china sustainable 
cities project director xiaomei tan, wri chairman James A. 
Harmon, and former wri china country director dr. zhou Ji.
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cOurage tO lead dinner
wri celebrated its 30th anniversary on may 23, 2012, with the “courage to lead”  
dinner at the mandarin Oriental hotel in new york city

At the dinner, WRI recognized the contributions 
of its special guest, philanthropist and Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg; and honored Stephen 
Ross, chairman, Ceo and founder of Related 
Companies; and Jonathan Lash, president of 
Hampshire College and WRi’s former president, 
for their commitments to sustainability.

the dinner emcees were Joe scarborough 
and Mika Brzezinski, co-hosts of MSNBC’s 
Morning Joe. WRi president elect andrew 
Steer gave remarks.

the dinner raised more than $1 million to 
help the organization fulfill its mission 
and respond to new and emerging challenges. 
Nearly 400 people, from a mix of government, 
business, non-profit, and philanthropic 
organizations, attended the dinner.

(clockwise from top left) wri chairman James A. Harmon and wri Vice chair Hattie Babbitt. wri director and related companies 
chairman and ceo stephen m. ross, new york mayor michael Bloomberg, wri director and president of Hampshire college 
Jonathan lash, msnBc morning Joe co-Hosts mika Brzezinski and Joe scarborough. Alisa doctoroff and Bloomberg president 
and wri director daniel doctoroff, peggy duxbury, Bloomberg philanthropies. Kara ross, david saltz, wri director and related 
companies chairman and ceo stephen m. ross.
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leadership
bloomberg 

dupont

related companies

tribute
alcoa and alcoa foundation

generation foundation

Benefactor
citi

equinOx 

greenberg traurig llp

james a. harmon

the Olayan group

sebonack golf club 

shell Oil company

walmart

patron
afsaneh and michael beschloss

angeleno group 

robert j. alexander / cbre

frances beinecke and natural 
resources defense council

caterpillar inc.

dow chemical company 

william b. finneran and nathan 
gantcher

fried, frank, harris, shriver & 
jacobson

coleman fung foundation

ge 

goldman sachs

hampshire college

Kohn pedersen fox associates 
(Kpf)

liberty lane partners

william mack

preston r. miller, jr.

snr denton

td bank

lee and dorothy thomas

todd and melissa thomson

tishman construction corporation

wells fargo

supporter
jimmy buffett/john cohlan/
margaritaville holdings

eugene and emily grant family 
foundation

stephen l. green

charles O. holliday

invenergy llc and michael polsky

ismael leyva architects

l&l holding company

mr. and mrs. richard lefrak

mandarin Oriental, new york 

the litwin foundation

garry munson/whitney capital 
company, llc

raffiq and michele nathoo

ned management lp.

william d. ruckelshaus

alison sander

skidmore, Owings & merrill, llp

vornado realty trust

roy zuckerberg and tara Kelleher

courAge to leAd donors

contributors
amy albury

sandra a. april

harriet babbitt

rich barnett

alexander w. bowman

brian K. boyd/johnson & 
johnson

constellation energy group

elizabeth cook

roger dower

nicholas eisenberger

eKO asset management partners

paul faeth

diana glassman

icore networks

sy jacobs

benjamin r. jacobson

jennifer layke

julie and aaron levinthal

dorothy lichtenstein

lighthouse consulting group

gretchen long

andrew malk

Kathleen mcginty

mindshift technologies

matthew nimetz

nrg energy

daniel and jane Och charitable 
trust

joseph and Katherine O’donnell 
charitable trust

rebekah paulson

laura heery prozes

william b. richardson

richard sandor

roger and vicki sant

jeffrey and paula smith

taconic investment partners

sue and john tierney

glen and lynn tobias family 
foundation

dan tunstall

jack warner

wolfensohn family foundation

(top) Author michael 
Beschloss and wri director 
and rock creek group 
ceo Afsaneh Beschloss. 
(center) dr. liesbet 
steer, wri president 
Andrew steer, counselor 
for spatial planning 
and the environment for 
embassy of Kingdom of 
the netherlands Janneke 
de Vries, wri director of 
international cooperation 
leo Horn-phatanothai. 
(Bottom) wri director and 
Angeleno group co-founder 
and managing partner 
daniel weiss, wri director 
and former governor of 
new mexico, former us 
Ambassador to the united 
nations, former energy 
secretary Bill richardson.
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W R i  B o a R d  o f  d i R e C t o R s

James A. Harmon (chairman of the Board)
Chairman, Caravel Management LLC; 
former President of the Export-Import 
Bank, United States

Harriet (Hattie) Babbitt (Vice chair)
Former U.S. Ambassador to the 
Organization of American States,  
United States

James gustave speth (founder and trustee 
emeritus)
Former Administrator, United Nations 
Development Programme, United States

william d. ruckelshaus  
(chairman emeritus)
Strategic Director, Madrona Venture Group; 
former Administrator, U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, United States

Alice (tish) f. emerson (Vice-chair 
emeritus)
President Emerita, Wheaton College, United 
States

roberto Artavia
President of VIVA Trust, Costa Rica

frances Beinecke
President, Natural Resources Defense 
Council, United States

Afsaneh Beschloss
President and CEO, The Rock Creek Group, 
United States

fernando Henrique cardoso
Former President of Brazil; currently Professor-
at-Large at the Thomas J. Watson Jr. Institute 
for International Studies at Brown University, 
United States

robin chase
Co-Founder & Former CEO, Zipcar; CEO, 
GoLoco.org, United States

tiffany clay
Student, Harvard Business School, United States

daniel cruise
Corporate Officer and Vice President, Global 
Public and Government Affairs, Alcoa, United 
States

leslie dach
Executive Vice President, Corporate Affairs and 
Government Relations, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 
United States

daniel l doctoroff
President of Bloomberg, LP, United States

dr. dino patti djalal
Ambassador of the Republic of Indonesia  
to the United States of America

Jamshyd n. godrej
Chairman and Managing Director, Godrej & 
Boyce Mfg Co. Ltd., India

Al gore
Chairman of Generation Investment 
Management, London; and former  
Vice President of the United States, United States

q+a with daniel cruise
what made you want to join the Board  
of wri as opposed to other environment  
and development organizations?

WRI is action-oriented. It develops 
substantive, holistic approaches to today’s 
most critical environmental issues and brings 
the right partners together to incite change.

How do the issues that wri works on impact 
your work or daily life?

sets an example for how sustainability and 
responsible resource management should be 
integrated into global growth.

in the fall of 2011, the world population  
hit 7 billion and the demand for resources  
is growing. How can we respond?

engage policymakers, business leaders, and 
communities in creating a long-term vision 
and pragmatic solutions for sustainable 
development across diverse economies.

when thinking about the future,  
what inspires you?

global capacity and potential for 
innovation-in partnerships, technology,  
and policy

if you had to pick one word or phrase  
to describe wri, what would it be?

Catalyst
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chen Jining
Professor and President, Tsinghua 
University (Beijing), China

Jonathan lash
President, Hampshire College, United 
States, former President of WRI

Jaime lerner
President, Instituto Jaime Lerner, former 
Governor of Parana, former Mayor of 
Curitiba, Brazil

Kathleen mcginty
Managing Director, Strategic Growth, 
Weston Solutions, Inc., United States

preston r. miller, Jr.
Partner, The Tremont Group, LLC, United 
States

douglas r. oberhelman
Chairman and CEO, Caterpillar, Inc., 
United States

göran persson
Chairman, Sveaskog; Former Prime 
Minister of Sweden, Sweden

michael polsky
President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Invenergy, United States

Bill richardson
Former Governor of New Mexico, former 
U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations and 
former Energy Secretary, United States

theodore roosevelt iV
Managing Director, Barclays Capital, 
United States

stephen m. ross
Chairman and CEO, Related Companies LP, 
United States

Alison sander
Globalization Topic Advisor, Boston 
Consulting Group, United States

lee m. thomas
Chairman, President and Chief Executive 
Officer, Rayonier, United States

todd s. thomson
Chairman, Dynasty Financial Partners, 
United States

susan tierney
Managing Principal, Analysis Group, Inc. 
United States

clinton A. Vince
Partner, SNR Denton, Chair of Energy, 
Transport and Infrastructure sector, United 
States

diana H. wall
Director, School of Global Environmental 
Sustainability, Professor of Biology and 
Senior Research Scientist, Natural Resource 
Ecology Lab, United States

daniel weiss
Co-founder and Managing Partner, 
Angeleno Group, United States

q+a with jamie lerner
what made you want to join the Board of wri as opposed to other 
environment and development organizations?

I was influenced by the importance of the issues WRI focuses on, by the 
credibility of the institute, and by the seriousness of its work.

How do the issues that wri works on impact your work or daily life?

they enable me to expand the focus of my work and to increase my 
knowledge about topics that are not part of my daily life but that deal 
with fundamental questions.

in the fall of 2011, the world population hit 7 billion and the  
demand for resources in growing. How can we respond?

We have to look at cities. For the first time the majority of the world’s 
population live in urban areas, and they are responsible for about 75% of 
the greenhouse gases emissions. there is immense potential to make cities 
more livable, more efficient, more intelligent in the use of resources. Cities 
have to be understood as integrated structures of life, work and movement, 
and by investing on mobility, sustainability and identity/coexistence we 
can improve the quality of people’s lives with better use of resources.

when thinking about the future, what inspires you?

possibility. the possibility to change trends that are not desirable; the 
possibility to be more effective; the possibility to give more answers in the 
areas of sustainability, mobility, poverty, famine; the possibility to reduce 
waste. i’m inspired by the possibility that with good science the existing 
knowledge can be enhanced and used to change undesirable tendencies.

if you had to pick one word or a few words to describe wri,  
what would it be?

Consciousness transformed into action.
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Qu geping (chair) 
Chairman of Environmental and Resources 
Protection Committee, the National People’s 
Congress; Former Minister of MEP

chen Jining
President, Tsinghua University

Qian yi
Academician, Chinese Academy of 
Engineering; Prof. of Environment Science 
& Engineering Department, Tsinghua 
University

zhou dadi
Former President of ERI, NDRC; Vice-
Chairman, National Energy Advisory 
Committee

shi dinghuan
Counselor of the State Council; Former 
Secretary-General of MOST

Andrew steer
President and CEO

manish Bapna
Managing Director

steven Barker
CFO, Vice President, Finance and 
Administration

elizabeth cook
Vice President, Institutional  
Strategy and Development

Jamshyd godrej
Chairman & Managing Director,  
Godrej & Boyce Mfg Co. Ltd

Ashok Khosla
Chairman, Development Alternatives 
President, International Union of 
Conservation Nature (IUCN)

wri mAnAgement teAm

wri indiA BoArd of trustees

wri cHinA AdVisory committee

He Jiankun
Former Executive Vice-President,  
Tsinghua University

wang Hao
Academician, Chinese Academy of 
Engineering; President of Water Research 
Institute, Institute of Water Conservancy  
and Hydroelectric Power Research

peng suping
Academician, Chinese Academy of 
Engineering; Director of State Key 
Laboratory of Coal Resources and  
Safe Mining, China University of Mining  
and Technology

lu mai
Secretary General, China Development 
Research Foundation

xu dingming
Counselor of the State Council and former 
Director of the Energy Bureau, NDRC

robin murphy
Vice President, External Relations

Janet ranganathan
Vice President, Science and Research

Vivian fong
Human Resources Director

Bharath Jairaj
Senior Associate, World Resources Institute

(left to rigHt)
Jamshyd godrej, 
Ashok Khosla, 
Bharath Jairaj

wri staff at the third annual meeting of the china Advisory committee.
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wri continues to meet the highest standards of accountability and use of donor funds from the 
Better Business Bureau and Charity Navigator. In August 2012, we were honored to learn from 
Philanthropedia/Guide Star that a group of 121 experts identified World Resources Institute as 
one of eighteen high-impact nonprofits working in the field of climate change in the United States. 

Some of reviews experts had about our impact were: 

“WRI brings strong research teams to bear on 
projects and issues, and has a significant reliance 
on hard science that strengthens its arguments.” 

“They produce a lot of intellectual capital 
necessary for moving forward.” 

“They have breadth of experience across the 
organization. Among other things, this includes 
work to develop methods for estimating emissions 
inventories, facilitating solutions with nations 
and states, and their international work and 
messaging about climate change.”

a C C o u n t a B i l i t y
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accOunting //
finAnciAl 
oVerView
the trust of our supporters 
is of great concern to wri. 
we receive donations from 
individuals, governments, 
foundations, and corporations, 
and have stringent financial 
controls in place to ensure 
compliance with donors’ 
wishes. we are efficient, for 
2011 over 86 percent of our 
revenue supports program 
activities. to maintain our 
credibility and effectiveness, 
our income and expenditures 
are reviewed by professional 
auditors. >

o p e R a t i n g  R e V e n u e s t o t a l  2 0 1 1 t o t a l  2 0 1 0

grants/contributions $34,148 $31,658

federal grants 4,362 4,398

support from endowment income/publications/Others 2,241 1,320

totAl unrestricted reVenues And otHer support 40,750 37,376

o p e R a t i n g  e x p e n s e s

program activities 34,831 31,472

general administration 3,598 3,571

development 1,994 2,333

totAl expenses 40,423 37,376

operAting cHAnge in net Assets 328 0

designated unrestricted revenue 0 184

change in temporarily restricted revenue 6,139 3,823

ending net Assets 59,902 53,435

s t a t e M e n t  o f  C o n s o l i d a t e d 
A C T I V I T I E S  ( $ 0 0 0 s ) 
(At September 30, 2011, with Comparitive totals for 2010)
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o p e R a t i n g  F u n d s u s e  o f  F u n d s

Other government/international sources  31%

corporations & corporate foundations  19%

u.s. government  11% 

individuals  5%

endowment draw, publications sales,  
miscellaneous income  5%

foundations  29%

2011

2010
Other government/international sources  34%

corporations & corporate foundations  23%

u.s. government  12% 

individuals  5%

endowment draw, publications sales,  
miscellaneous income  3%

foundations  23%

external relations  5%

embarq  21%

climate, energy & pollution  19%

development  5%

markets & enterprise  6%

administration  9%

institutions & governance  11%

Other  3% 

2011

people & ecosystems  21%

2010
external relations  6%

embarq  18%

climate, energy & pollution  20%

development  6%

markets & enterprise  6%

administration  10%

institutions & governance  13%

Other  1% 

people & ecosystems  20%
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J o i n  o u R  C o M M u n i t y

e x p l o R e  | our free print and online resources 
provide objective, fact-based analysis of the latest 
data. WRi’s blogs are a great introduction to our 
work and cover all our topics. 

Check them out on WRi.org.

C o n n e C t  | our social media sites let you join 
the conversation about important issues and share 
ideas and information with your network.

        facebook.com/worldresources

        twitter.com/worldresources

        flickr.com/photos/worldresourcesinstitute

d o n a t e  | We work with governments, 
companies and civil society to find solutions  
to urgent environmental challenges, and we rely  
on the generosity of our donors to help us achieve 
our results. To become a partner in our work, visit 
wri.org/donate and make a secure online donation.

S T A Y  U P - T O - D A T E  | our monthly WRi 
digest email newsletter offers updates on the WRi 
community. sign up at wri.org/register.

C o R p o R a t e  M e M B e R s H i p  | WRi’s 
Corporate Consultative Group is a membership 
group for companies seeking to develop and 
implement strategies that align business growth 
with a sustainable planet. Companies stay engaged 
with WRi’s latest tools and analyses, while learning 
from one another’s sustainability strategies. learn 
more at wri.org/corporate-consultative-group.

8,347 liKes

34,566 fOllOwers

27,349 views

s o c i A l  m e d i A  s n A p s H o t

we’ve developed a significant 
following on social networks 
like facebook and twitter, 
providing a place to engage 
with experts as well  
as the public, and provide 
up-to-the-date information  
on the rapidly changing  
issues we work on.
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